T

he spring is turning
to summer and
you’re filled with
warm thoughts of family
time on the lakes.
But those plans can be quickly
sunk if your boat isn’t running
properly, or worse yet won’t
run at all. Instead of hitting
the water, you end up on the
road with boat in tow heading
towards the nearest marina.
“Around 80 per cent of the
repairs and maintenance can
be done at your boathouse or
at the dock,” says Steven Read
of Read’s Precision Marine
Services. “It’s often not
necessary to hassle yourself
with transporting your boat
or watercraft to and from a
marina or repair shop.”
A licenced Marine Engine
Technician for over 15 years,
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with at-the-dock repair

Steven offers mobile marine
repairs, bringing the mechanic
to the boat. Some of his other
services include winterization
and shrink-wrap storage,
fibreglass and gelcoat repairs,
detailing and more.
Drawing on a lifetime of
boating, Steven’s experience
on the water began with
family outings on the
Trent-Severn Waterway
and has been an avid boater
since then. He holds

certifications from many of
the major engine and boat
manufacturers and started
his own company in 2007.
Steven gets to know his
clients’ boats from bow to
stern. “I felt like boat owners
deserve a more convenient,
personalized and more
timely service,” says Steven.
“That’s why I went out on my
own – to bring the passion I
have for boating to the lakes

of Muskoka, and to treat
customers’ boats as if they
were my own.”
“Your boat is more than just
a vehicle getting you from
point A to point B,” says
Steven. “It’s a part of your
family’s past, present and
future. From cruising the
lakes, to fishing, and tow
sports, many of your fondest
memories come from time
spent on the water.”

Mechanic knows best
A good maintenance plan can
prevent minor issues from
becoming major problems.
Having one mechanic do
the regular maintenance and
repairs is key to a long-lasting
relationship with your boat.
“Who knows your boat the
best?” says Steven. “Your
mechanic. When only one
person is doing the ongoing
maintenance, he can diagnose
issues quickly and repairs are
done right the first time.”
With such a short boating
season in Ontario, your time on
the water is precious. Choosing
the right person to maintain
your boat means getting the
most from the narrow window
of opportunity.
Steven’s goal is to keep you
on the water for the entire
season. DS
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